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Eastern Africa in the first half of the nineteenth century. i This article takes a different tack by arguing that African struggles for land and power in the period 1833-54 played a decisive role in developing the mfecane concept. The self-serving narratives devised by African rivals and their missionary clients in and around the emerging kingdom of Lesotho set the pattern for future accounts and were responsible for introducing the word lifaqane into historical discourse long before the word mfecane first appeared in print.
THE MFECANE DEBATE
It may be worthwhile to begin by summarising the main points at issue in the mfecane debate launched in JAH by Julian Cobbing in 1988 because it subsided without reaching definite conclusions. A major conference held in 1991 produced a landmark publication, The Mfecane Aftermath in 1995, but failed to answer all the questions he had raised. ii This was partly due to Cobbing's regrettable withdrawal from the project and partly due to the vague manner in which the issues requiring resolution were framed.
Cobbing contributed to the confusion by his own tendency to bundle everything into a single package. iii His position may be roughly summarised as follows. An upsurge in the coastal slave trade from Port Natal to
Inhambane from the beginning of the nineteenth century caused Africans to turn to larger states for defence at the very time when demands for labour on the Eastern frontier of the Cape Colony were stimulating destructive raiding by bands of armed horsemen (Griqua and Kora) and state-sponsored warfare against the Xhosa chiefs. Europeans implicated in these activities tried to cover up their involvement by asserting that Africans were the sole instigators of violence. Later historians perpetuated the original cover-up through their invention of the mfecane.
Although Cobbing clearly wishes to maintain this account as a package, its elements can be disaggregated into a series of discrete questions: Let us estimate the number of cannibals at a minimum, say 4,000. Say each one ate one person a month, and we arrive at the total of 48,000 persons eaten during one year; and during the six worst years, between 1822 and 1828, at the appalling figure of 288,000 devoured by their fellows. If we allow for those eaten during subsequent years, it is easy to arrive at a total of 300,000. xiv Although subsequent historians ventured to suggest that the numbers of deaths had been greatly exaggerated, the label ‗holocaust' was still being Prior to 1818, he asserted, the whole region had been ‗exclusively known and owned by the Mayaiyana, the Makhoakhoa, the Bamonangeng, the Barmokheli, the Batele or Batlakoana, and the Baphuti. These tribes went by the general name of Basutos, spoke one language, had the same habits and customs, intermarried, and considered each other as having had, at some remote period, one common origin.' In this account there was no mention of any northern homeland or routes of migration. Contrary to other accounts which say he migrated to the stronghold of Bute Bute in 1820, he refers to ‗Butabute' as his ‗birthplace'. While admitting that his people had traded with the Tlokwa, he utterly denied that their leaders had ever occupied land in the Caledon. MaNthatisi and her son Sekonyela had suddenly appeared soon after 1820. As for the Griqua and Kora, he claims never to have had heard of either group until they ‗began a regular system of depredation against my people.' He likewise claims to have had no previous idea that white people or firearms existed. Whether or not this was true, it made a first-rate defence against the claims by Griqua and Kora captains that Moshweshwe had actively sought their settlement General Cathcart dismissed all these narratives as a pack of lies. They were, he said ‗the production of certain missionaries' and were ‗generally closed by a cross superscribed as the Chief X his mark.' Although he had read them with ‗much interest' he could only conclude that ‗in respect to their value as official documents I can only consider them in the light of political frauds.' li The most meaning he ventured to extract from the conflicting accounts was that when the Boers arrived they walked into an arena of internecine African warfare ‗of more than ordinary rancour, and as it is described in their own language, eating each other up, -an expression even then not merely metaphorical, as some of them are said to have been cannibals.' lii As far as he could see, Moshweshwe had become a ‗centre of aggregation' whose expansive intentions needed to be 
